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Series: The Seeker: A Study Through Luke
Part 5: All the Rage

Eli Boragine / July 16th, 2017

- 2004 was an excellent year for the Academy Awards. It was the year that Master and 
Commander hit theaters and impressed us with the realities of nautical life. It was the year 
that Pirates of the Caribbean (the first one) came out, and Hanz Zimmer wowed us with a 
decade defining soundtrack. It was the year Big Fish reminded us that we all love Ewan 
McGregor even though we’re not really sure why. And it was also the year that the third 
installment of the Lord of the Rings, Return of the King, came out. I was in 6th grade when 
I saw it for the first time, and you better believe that I wore a cape to the theater. To this day, 
it’s still one of my all time favorites. And in fact, all of the movies recognized at the Oscars that 
year deserved in spades the awards they received. Each of them were important, creative, 
and compelling in their own ways.

- But there’s a movie that came out that year that I want to talk with you about today that—and 
this will shock and surprise you—somehow/someway did not even acquire a nomination for 
an Oscar. It wasn’t given any honorable mentions, nobody said a word about it. And yet, in 
my mind, it without a doubt stands out as possibly one of the most seminal, insightful, and 
defining films for my generation and the generation that has followed.

- The story follows a young girl in the throes of her high school career. Overwhelmed by 
the demands of the teenage social world, she finds herself struggling with issues that all 
young people eventually have to face: stereotypes, peer pressure, gross hormonal 
imbalances, weird teachers, and high school drama to the highest degree.

- The movie I’m talking about is, of course, the classic and quintessential Mean Girls, 
which follows the rise and fall of the popularity of a group of high school girls. And while 
it is at times poignant, it actually is mostly silly and outrageous and there are dozens of 
reasons why it didn’t win an Oscar.

- But I promise I do have a reason for bringing it up! So before I go any further, I want to 
quickly give you a sketch of the main plot points. So hang with me: Our main character 
in the story is named Cady Heron. Cady has lived in Africa for most of her life, and for 
all intents and purposes is innocent to the realities of life, but now, for the first time, she’s 
been enrolled in an American high school, where she truly will find herself struggling for 
the first time with issues that young people have to face, like stereotypes and peer 
pressure and high school drama. All of these things come bubbling to the surface in her 
relationship with the meanest and most popular girl in the school, Regina George. And 
through a series of he-said/she-said events that I won’t get into now, Cady, who was 
formerly a misfit kid from Africa, becomes one of the most popular girls at school. And 
through that popularity becomes close friends with Regina George. And the arc that we 
begin to see in Cady is that she’s no longer this sweet and innocent girl—but rather, 
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through her popularity, she becomes, really, your worst nightmare. As she climbs the 
social ladder, she becomes increasingly manipulative, gossipy, controlling, shallow, 
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the story really does resonate with a lot of people because often times, this is what 
happens in the real world. Given attention and fame and popularity, many people will 
succumb to vanity and pride. Popular people dress a particular way, act a particular way, 
talk in a particular way, hang out with a particular group of people, to the exclusion of 
other ways of dressing/acting/talking, to the exclusion of other people who don’t fit that 
popular mold. And granted, there are some who can handle popularity and fame, but for 
many I think it’s just a matter of time before they buckle under the pressure of the social 
expectations that are placed on them…

- If you’ve been around CCC for the past month or so, you will know that Pastor Jeff has been 
leading us through a series in the Bible through the Gospel of Luke, a book in the Bible that 
chronicles the life and teachings of Jesus. And this morning, I’m going to continue in that 
series by taking us through a passage in Luke that highlights the rise and fall of Jesus’ social 
life—Jesus is popular! And the question is this: how is He going to handle that? How will He 
respond to being cool? Will Jesus, like Cady Heron, buckle under the weight of His culture’s 
social expectations? Or will He rise above it? What will He do?

- The passage that we’re gonna be looking at this morning begins in Luke 4:31, so if you’ll 
turn there with me, I’m gonna read through v. 37…

- READ
- This passage kickstarts Phase 1 in Jesus’ rise to popularity—this is, so far, the height of His 

career. And I’m calling this phase “New Kid on the Block”. And while probably the most 
interesting thing that happens is Jesus casting out demons, I want to draw your attention to 
the first two verses that we read there… Jesus is teaching on the Sabbath, and Luke says 
that everybody who heard Him teach was astonished at His teaching, for His word was with 
authority.

- Now this is important. Because Jesus taught people like none of the other Jewish 
scribes or lawyers in His day taught… See, usually when somebody got up to teach 
on Sabbath, they would teach from the Old Testament Scriptures. But they would never 
do so on their own authority. They would never stand up and say, “I’ve studied this, I’ve 
thought about it, I’ve read it, and this is the interpretation I’ve come to. This is the 
conclusion I’ve come to.” Never! Rather, when a scribe was teaching from the Scriptures 
he would do so on the authority of other rabbis, citing their opinions on different matters. 
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Originality and creativity in teaching was not valued—rather, what people prized was a 
teacher’s ability to quote the teachings of his own critically acclaimed predecessors.

- But Jesus didn’t teach like that. If you’ve ever read the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 
5-7, you may remember that Jesus is constantly saying, “You’ve heard it said/taught this 
way… But I say to you…” Jesus never relied on the teachings or sayings of any other 
teacher, but always spoke and taught on His own authority. And this astonished people. 
They had never heard anything like it, they had never heard anybody like Him. And they 
were deeply impressed. Because not only were the teachings of Jesus original, but they 
also resonated with listeners’ hearts in a way that nothing else had before. And people 
were drawn to that, people were hungry for that, and people from all over began to flock 
to hear Him speak.

- And sometimes, much to their delight, they’d get a show out of it too! On this occasion, 
not only did Jesus teach with that trademark authority He was becoming known for, but 
He spoke with authority over the spirit realm, casting out demons and silencing them
—nobody had seen anything like this before.

- But it’s clear that they loved it, because v. 37 says that news about Jesus and what 
He was doing spread like wildfire across the surrounding regions.

- And in the next few verses, as Jesus’ popularity becomes more widespread, we see more 
miracles, as crowds of anxious people literally line up at his front door so that He might cast 
demons out of their sons and daughters, restore sight to their blind friends, heal their fevered 
parents. Verse 40 says that “all those who had any that were sick with various diseases 
brought them to Him; and He laid His hands on every one of them and healed them”.

- You guys, Jesus is here and He is awesome. He’s well-liked, He’s been established as a 
premier teacher/miracle worker. He’s popular.

- But, as we’re about to see in Phase 2 of Jesus’ rise to fame, there’s more to Him than 
meets the eye. He’s much more than a popular teacher and miracle worker… Check out the 
first verse of Chapter 5

- READ v. 1-10a
- So Jesus is teaching again, this time from the Sea of Galilee, and when He’s finished He tells 

the fisherman that He’s with, Simon, to push out a bit and put his nets down. Now I don’t 
know if Simon was star struck at all by Jesus or if he agreed to do it out of a sort of 
begrudging respect for this teacher/miracle worker. But by the end of v. 10, it’s clear, isn’t it? 
When he’s catching so many fish that his nets are ripping and his boats are sinking—I don’t 
think Simon knew exactly what he was dealing with at this point, but he did know that the man 
in his boat was not merely a prolific rabbi. There truly was something supernatural about 
Jesus, something divine, something scary. And that’s why Simon says, “Please, go! You have 
to leave. Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, and not only do I not belong in the presence 
of somebody or something that is so clearly fully of spiritual power, but you are freaking me 
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out!” And this right here is a crucial turning point in our story, this is a crucial turning point in 
our understanding of who Jesus is—Because to the masses, Jesus is teacher/miracle worker. 
But in this moment, Simon sees and and begins to understand something that nobody else 
has guessed—Jesus is full of the divine, He is full of the supernatural.

- And you guys, this is a crucial moment for Jesus. At the zenith/height of His popularity, 
how will He respond? Because He’s cool now! How will He react to this regular Joe, this 
self-identified *ew* sinner? Jesus is a rising figure in His culture’s eyes, everybody’s 
watching Him. And not only that, but He’s now begun to unmask Himself as a person 
who possesses power beyond anything that anybody has seen before! This is His time, 
this is His moment to make a statement, to establish Himself as a leader and key figure, 
not just in His culture, but in history!

- And with Simon cowering at His knees, Jesus looks at him, and says, “Do not be afraid.” 
And it doesn’t say anything in the text, but I just imagine with those words a wave of 
peace washing over Simon. *sigh of relief* Because notice that Jesus didn’t exercise His 
divine right to strike Simon with a bolt of lightning then and there. And He didn’t speak 
condescendingly to him either as may be expected from somebody with the kind of 
social standing that Jesus had. No… Jesus responded to Simon with kindness and 
grace. And not only that, not only did He just not smite Simon, but He gave Him the 
honor/dignity of a new calling. Jesus said, “Don’t be afraid,” and He adds: “from now on 
you will be a fisher of men. From now on, your life will mirror mine, and your harvest will 
be, not in the world of fishing, but in the world of people and relationships.” Wow!

- So this is cool! We’re starting to see some new sides of Jesus! Not only is He more than 
a teacher and miracle worker, but He can also hang with blue collar people. He can rub 
shoulders with the working man, He’s humble! And as a kind of regular Joe guy myself, I 
like that! I can jive with it, I’m comfortable with it. This is a very cool Jesus—a little 
unorthodox for an esteemed Jewish teacher and supernatural whatever-He-is—but it’s 
cool! I like this Jesus! And so do the people.

- But if Phases 1 and 2 were about Jesus’ rise in popularity and standing among the people, 
Phase 3 should be called “Social Suicide”. Because in v. 12-26 of Chapter 5, Jesus, new kid 
on the block/Palestine’s up and coming popular teacher, begins to make some extremely 
unpopular choices.

- See, I don’t know if anybody had told Jesus or not, but when you start to become 
famous, when you start to become a larger figure in the public eye, it’s important to keep 
up appearances. It’s important to make sure that you’re seen with the right people, that 
you’re supporting the right causes, that you’re shaking the right hands and kissing the 
right babies. And hanging out with Simon the fisherman, like, the optics on that were 
pretty good. You know, Jesus is willing to have a conversation with the Joe-the-Plumber 
types, He may even be willing to get His hands dirty. And He was admittedly kind of 
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touting the line between what is and what is not appropriate behavior for a teacher such 
as Himself, but I think that Jesus was well-liked enough that He could have a pass.

- What He does now though, in v. 12-25 just seems like He’s going out of His way to 
sabotage the good will He’s been picking up. Because He’s not doing what people in His 
position are supposed to be doing… And it’s not charming anymore. It’s weird, and it’s 
uncomfortable…

- The first thing that we see as we continue to read this story is that Jesus makes 
contact with a leper. And not just “a leper”, but a man that Luke, our author, 
describes as being “full of leprosy”. Whatever this guy had, whatever kind of skin 
disease he was dealing with was severe. And based on the non-existent medical 
procedures that were not available at the time, you better believe that this guy did 
not look healthy. But more than that, what would have probably been even more 
striking about this man was the desperation in his eyes. See, lepers in Jesus’ day—
it wasn’t just that they didn’t have medical treatment… Lepers in Jesus’ day were 
social and religious outcasts. They weren’t allowed in the city, they weren’t allowed 
to be around healthy people, and if they ever found themselves, somehow, in the 
vicinity of a healthy person, they had to yell, “UNCLEAN! UNCLEAN!” Talking about 
themselves. As a warning to get away from them. Because not only were they 
physically sick and unhealthy, but they were considered religiously and 
ceremonially impure. To be a leper or to be around a leper meant that not only were 
you now possibly infected with a disease, but your standing before God Himself 
was tainted. Psychological and emotional damage aside, as far as anybody was 
concerned at the time, this guy/leper should not have been anywhere near Jesus. 
And Jesus should not have been anywhere near Him! If Jesus valued His 
reputation, if He valued His rising popularity, He would have high-tailed it out of 
there—No, He wouldn’t have been in that situation at all.

- But rather than leave, rather get huffy and upset about this guy’s place and 
where he should or shouldn’t be or what he should or shouldn’t be doing, 
Jesus does something unthinkable. He reaches out and touches Him, this man 
who He had no business being around, this man who had threatened Jesus’ 
religious purity. He touches Him. And immediately the man is healed.

- Much like before, the news of what has Jesus has done and is doing spreads like wildfire, so 
much so that religious authorities are coming in from Jerusalem to see if what they’ve heard 
is true—that Jesus not only speaks by His own authority but touches the untouchable…

- And Jesus, with a captive audience—Jesus, with important people watching and waiting and 
hanging on His every word—does. not. care. You’d think that for somebody of His social 
standing, a man on His way to the top, He’d be eager to impress Palestine’s best and 
brightest! You’d think that He’d be on His best behavior, you’d think that He’d snatch up any 
opportunity to be praised and lauded by fellow students of the law and the religious elite. But 
He doesn’t. In fact, it seems that the more attention Jesus gets, the more popular He 
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becomes, the less He cares about maintaining that popularity—the less He cares about 
impressing people. Instead of doing what’s expected and maintaining the status quo, Jesus 
again goes out of His way to rock the boat—challenging religious assumptions and 
making claims about His authority and the spiritual realm that nobody had done before.

- Social suicide. Any clout that he may have had with the religious institution is quickly going 
down the drain. He’s developing a group of followers that don’t fit the popular mold. He’s 
engaging with and even touching the untouchables. He’s going against the grain of the 
dominant theological culture of His day… Man, if Jesus wants to rescue His reputation, if He’s 
ever gonna get back to where He was before, He’s gotta hire a new PR guy. He’s gotta get 
His priorities straight and His life back on track.

- Which leads us to the final phase of the rise and fall of Jesus’ social life—Phase 4: Rock 
Bottom. 

- I’m just gonna read this one for us. Luke 5:27-30 says… READ.
- I’m calling this phase of Jesus’ social life Rock Bottom because, even with all that He’s done 

so far to sabotage His reputation, Jesus has now officially put His foot in it. Because as far as 
disagreeing with the religious leaders about matters of theology—you know, everybody’s 
entitled to an opinion, even if it is a bit outlandish. And if you think about it, even though there 
is no excuse for touching a leper, that guy probably didn’t really have a choice in contracting 
his disease.

- But this, what Jesus is doing here crosses so many lines/boundaries. Because Levi is a 
tax collector. And by all accounts, Jesus, as a leading Jewish figure, should have hated him.

- See, tax collectors in Jesus’ day weren’t just annoying like the IRS is for us today (sorry 
anybody who works for the IRS, thank you for your service), but they were despised. Tax 
collectors in Jesus’ day were literally classified by Jewish law as robbers. They were 
employed by and benefitted from an extremely unpopular government, Rome. And as 
government employees they would have been seen as betrayers to their people, back-
stabbers to the Jewish state, collaborators against the Jewish liberation movement. 
Which made Levi both an ethnic and religious traitor. An outcast in every sense of the 
word.

- And here’s Jesus, Levi’s new friend. A man who, by all accounts should have been His 
enemy. And there’s no way he didn’t know who Levi was, He picked him up in front of the tax 
collector’s booth. 

- And more than that, more than just becoming friends with him, Jesus shared a meal with 
him. Levi invited Jesus to his home and invited all his family and friends, people who, no 
doubt, didn’t mind being around each other—but people who Jesus, if He wanted to maintain 
His popularity, if He wanted to establish Himself, not even just as a teacher of the law, but as 
a respected member of society, He should not have been anywhere close to these people.
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- See, sharing a meal with people, in any culture, but especially the ANE—sharing a meal with 
people is important. Inviting you to my home, eating food with you—this was an extremely 
intimate gesture, and nobody in the ANE took it lightly. Sharing a meal signified friendship and 
trust, openness and vulnerability, love and mutual acceptance… And so when Jesus and His 
disciples had dinner with Levi and his friends, they could not have been breaking down the 
cultural wall of separation more dramatically unless they were actually participating in the sins 
of their hosts. That’s how serious this was. And that’s why the religious elite/popular teachers 
flipped. These were not the sort of people you hung out with, these were not the sort of 
people you had dinner with. These were not the sort of people to be seen with if you wanted 
to maintain any sort of spiritual precedent in the community…

- But I love what Jesus says… When the most impeccably religious group, the Pharisees, 
approach His disciples, and ask them, “Why do you eat and drink with tax collectors and 
sinners?” Jesus replies: “Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those 
who are sick. I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners, to repentance.” 

- “I’m here because Levi and his friends know they’re sick. They know they have 
spiritual burdens that they can’t carry and they’re not trying to hide that. And if you, 
buttoned-up/polished/well-to-do/picture perfect Pharisees would become more like 
them, if you would stop caring so much about your appearance and what others 
think of you and your religious popularity, if you would just admit that you too are 
sinners and take off this mask of perfection and let me into what’s actually going on 
in your hearts, then I would love to hang with you. I could heal those hurts that 
you’re nursing behind your self-righteousness. But until then, I’m gonna spend my 
time with more people like Levi. Because I’ve been sent to be a healer, and he 
knows he’s sick. ” — Ouch.

- It turns out, Jesus’ popularity was incidental to His calling. Jesus became popular quickly, not 
because He had a really good PR guy, not because He was showing off, and not because He 
was calling any attention to the things He was doing. Jesus was popular because the things 
He was doing were crazy and cool and interesting. But He didn’t do those things so that He 
could get attention. He wasn’t constantly worried about what people thought of Him and He 
wasn’t concerned with His reputation or how religious He did or didn’t appear to be.

- What Jesus did concern Himself with was having a laser focus on the things He was called to 
be doing: preaching the gospel to the poor, healing the brokenhearted, proclaiming liberty to 
the captives, giving sight to the blind, and liberating those who are oppressed. What the world 
thought of that, what the religious elite thought of that was inconsequential. He didn’t care. All 
He cared about was doing the will of God His Father.

- Which brings me to the first of two takeaway questions I have for you this morning.
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- Do you want to be popular? And when I say that, I’m not just asking if you want to be 
the cool kid at school—let’s face it, many of you are beyond that. What’s implied in that 
question “Do you want to be popular” is really the question of, “How much do you care 
about your appearance? How much do you care about what people think of you? How 
much do you care about how others perceive you? — Because here’s the thing (and this 
is literally something I’m currently learning, so bear with me): the amount that you care 
about what others think of you has a direct correlation to your ministry ineffectiveness. 
[STORY ABOUT BOXING/COREY] Because let’s face it, if God’s calling you to do 
something—and He is—if God’s calling you to do something and you’re concerned 
about public perception or what others think of you, and you don’t have a laser focus on 
the Lord’s calling on your life, how much less effective are you actually gonna be? Well, 
a lot. And this was the Pharisees’ problem. They were so caught up in public perception, 
they were so worried about what others thought of every tiny thing they did that they 
never actually got around to doing what the Lord was calling them to. — Do you want to 
be popular? And how much is that hindering your gospel-effectiveness?

- The second question is this: Are you showing love to those who are low in the 
world’s eyes? If we can’t draw this application out of the text then we’re probably trying 
too hard… One of the reasons we know that Jesus had a laser focus on His ministry was 
that He was so good at it! If Jesus cared an ounce about His reputation, no way He 
would have been hanging out with Levi or touching lepers or collecting fisherman 
followers. But He did. He loved the people that nobody else did. — And if we’re gonna 
follow Jesus, we have to be able to lay aside our self-consciousness and cultural 
uncomfortableness for long enough to come alongside those who are hurting and 
brokenhearted and lonely and despised in our own community. Church are we doing 
this? Or are we too buttoned up—are we too religious to reach out and love the people 
that Jesus wants to love? 

- Let’s not be a church that’s characterized by religious facade or picture perfect 
appearance. Let’s be a church cares only about doing the will of our Father in Heaven.


